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OUR TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE…

Every day, our experience of technology 
is contradictory; that the way we adopt 
technology is based on how we remember, 
reminisce, reflect and honour our past 
use of technology.



THE NEXT FOUR YEARS WE MAY EXPERIENCE…

BY 2016 BY 2017 BY 2018 BY 2020

Biometric sensors will be 
featured in 40% of 

smartphones shipped to 
end users

One-third of consumers in 
emerging markets will 
have never owned a 

Windows device

More than 25 million 
head-mounted displays 
(HMDs) will have been 

sold as immersive devices

40% of enterprises will 
specify Wi-Fi as the 

default connection for 
non-mobile devices

More than 50% of users 
will use a tablet or 

smartphone first for all 
online activities

More than half of all B2E 
mobile apps will be 

created by EBAs using 
codeless tools 

Source: Gartner Hype Cycle Emerging Technologies 2014: http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2819918



THE CONTEXT…

REMEMBER REFLECT RECONNECT RETRIEVE

To reminisce for 
Sentimental and 

Emotional 
reasons

To gain insights 
and perspectives

To identify trends 
affecting 

integration and 
automation

To seek details on 
emerging 

technologies



REMEMBERING
how technology has an emotional and sentimental impact

Identifying positive emotions about 
legacy technology is an aid to increasing 
adoption of innovative solutions. In this 
digital age, forgetting is easier and 
cheaper than remembering.



REMEMBERING - PHYSICAL
Sentimental technology plays on our senses



REMEMBERING - DIGITAL
is a catalyst to the creation of new solutions



REFLECTING
to gain insights and perspectives on what worked and what did not work

In hindsight, every great idea is logical 
but to get there you have to change the 
mindset. 
Edward de Bono



REFLECTING - SOME PRODUCT ‘MIS-ADVENTURES’



REFLECTING – MORE PRODUCT ‘MIS-ADVENTURES’



REFLECTING - MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY 2014-2016



REFLECTING – HUMANS AFFECT THE OUTCOME

Humans affect 
the outcome

Last product failed

Last product slow

Last product broke

Bad Customer Service



RECONNECT

As our lives become increasingly digital, 
and therefore better measured by 
machines, those machines will be better 
able to understand our behaviour and 
personalise their responses to us. 

Understanding the future to see the help build intent and interest...



RECONNECT – BIG DATA AND ROBOTS

1.6m industrial robots worldwide 

Understanding the future to see the help build intent and interest...

178k units sold worldwide

29b annual market
62 robot density per 10k employees

Source: Institute of Engineering and Technology August 2015

Robots ‘compile’, not ‘invent’



RECONNECT – ROBOTS FROM SCIENCE FICTION TO REALITY

HAL - SPACE ODYSSEY SIRI – APPLE IPHONE21B – STAR WARS XI – ROBOT SURGEONWALL-E DUSTCART – ITALYR2D2 – STAR WARS MECH - OTTOMANSPIDERS – MINORITY 
REPORT

ROBO-SPIDER  - JAPAN



RETRIEVE
Gather facts from the past to establish the future

New forms of legacy are enabled in the fast 
changing face of technology, meaning Risk is 
created, EVEN IF INFORMATION CAN BE PRESERVED

Source: Institute of Analysts and Programmers, Jan 2015



MUNDANE DATA

EXISTENCE DIARIES

BROADCASTANALYTICS

SHORT AND SWEET

RETRIEVE – FRAGILITY AND DISJOINTEDNESS
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RETRIEVE – UNDERSTAND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
estimate how long technologies and trends will take to reach maturity

The wrong perception is that technology is 
bad; that technology not taken up, fails on its 
own. That is an incorrect perception. There is 
always people who influence the outcome.



RETRIEVE - HOW NEW BECOMES CURRENT
Introducing the ‘Gartner Hype Cycle’

INNOVATION TRIGGER

PEAK INFLATED EXPECTATIONS

TROUGH OF DISILLUSIONMENT

SLOPE OF ENLIGHTENMENT

PLATEAU OF PRODUCTIVITY

TIME
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RETRIEVE - HYPE CYCLE PREDICTIONS 2014

AUGUST 2014
Source: Gartner Hype Cycle Emerging Technologies 2014: http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2819918



RETRIEVE - HYPE CYCLE PREDICTIONS 2015

AUGUST 2015
Source: Gartner Hype Cycle Emerging Technologies 2015: http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3114217



RETRIEVE - 3D PRINTING? ENTERPRISE TO CONSUMER…

“This is the Future of Horse-Racing” – Sport Techie Magazine.



PRIVACY – NEW TECHNOLOGY DECREASES CLARITY 

Emotions on privacy affects our technology 
use, current and future. Personal 
experimentation is an essential part of human 
development, yet the Internet never forgets 
and never corrects. 



PRIVACY – LEGACY - CURRENT
Challenges come from different attitudes and angles

Children are more effective at understanding security technology 
than their parents

Security fringes online are media fodder

Baby boomers and their grandparents/ great grandparents held 
privacy in high regard

Older generations are more keen to protect their data but are 
overwhelmed

A HUMAN perspective
“Online technologies 
possess an infinite 
memory of each 
individual and all of their 
online actions. 
Information is collated 
and presented, typically 
without context, 
regardless of age, time 
passed or personal 
circumstance.” - 'iRights
Report - August 2015'



PRIVACY – LEGACY - CURRENT
Challenges come from different attitudes and angles

Self-driving cars react to changing conditions without human 
intervention

Machine learning and other analytics techniques reinvigorated by 
business applications

Data left online form anchor points in the photo of you

A MACHINE perspective

“In the hands of machine 
learning models, we as 
human beings become 
nothing more than a ball 
of probabilistic 
mechanisms to be 
manipulated with 
carefully designed inputs 
that lead to anticipated 
outputs.” – Vivek Haldar

Computers communicate wirelessly via the Internet serve as 
miniature witnesses



WE MUST MEET SOLUTION DESIGN CHALLENGES

creating solutions needs to deal with 
human emotions as that is linked to their 
technology desire; Need, Intimacy, 
Communication, Equality and Respect.



THE FLIP… HELP THE CIOs…
THE Flip – THINK OF THE PAST 
TO CREATE THE NEW digital 
perspective

“It's all about starting 
with the digital world 
and what is possible —
and then considering, 
'How do we get there 
from here?' using 
information and 
technology." 

- Rick Howard, Gartner

Technology is not a means. Technology is a way of revealing

CHOOSING THE 
PATH OF THE 
INCREMENTAL

ZAPPING INTO 
ZIETGIEST

LEGACY TECHNOLOGY 
HAMPERS CIOS

THINK MOBILE 
AND CLOUD

THINK 
situational

SOME CIOS ARE 
LUNATICS!



MEETING TECHNOLOGY DESIRE
Deal with human emotion to fulfil technology desire

NEED

RESPECT

COMMUNICATIONINTAMACY

“Sometimes in order 
to keep moving 
forward, not only must 
you take one step at a 
time, but you must be 
willing to look back 
occasionally and 
evaluate your past, no 
matter how painful it 
is. Looking back lets 
you know whether or 
not you are headed in 
the right direction.”

― G.K. Adams

EQUALITY



THE FUTURE IS ABOUT LOOKING BACK

Consider the people technology will serve

Embrace the wave of technology, but do not 
lose sight of legacy

Show vision, demonstrate enhancements and 
benefits, solve inherited problems



The future is about looking back
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